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reading frames (ORFs), ~800 metabolites] (15),
expressed in the logic programming language
Prolog; (ii) a general bioinformatic database of
genes and proteins involved in metabolism; (iii)
software to abduce hypotheses about the genes
encoding the orphan enzymes, done by using a
combination of standard bioinformatic software
and databases; (iv) software to deduce experi-
ments that test the observational consequences of
hypotheses (based on the model); (v) software to
plan and design the experiments, which are based
on the use of deletion mutants and the addition of
selected metabolites to a defined growth medium;
(vi) laboratory automation software to physically
execute the experimental plan and to record the
data and metadata in a relational database; (vii)
software to analyze the data and metadata (gen-
erate growth curves and extract parameters); and
(viii) software to relate the analyzed data to the
hypotheses; for example, statistical methods are
required to decide on significance. Once this in-
frastructure is in place, no human intellectual inter-
vention is necessary to execute cycles of simple
hypothesis-led experimentation. [For more details
of the software, and its application to a related
functional genomics problem, see (16) and figs.
S1 and S2].

Adam formulated and tested 20 hypotheses
concerning genes encoding 13 orphan enzymes
(16) (Table 1). The weight of the experimental
evidence for the hypotheses varied (based on ob-
servations of differential growth), but 12 hypothe-
ses with no previous evidence were confirmed
with P < 0.05 for the null hypothesis.

Because Adam’s experimental evidence for its
conclusions is indirect, we tested Adam’s conclu-
sions with more direct experimental methods. The
enzyme 2-aminoadipate:2-oxoglutarate amino-
transferase (2A2OA) catalyzes a reaction in the
lysine biosynthetic pathways of fungi. Adam hy-
pothesized that three genes (YER152C, YJL060W,
and YGL202W) encode this enzyme and ob-
served results consistent with all three hypotheses
(Table 1). To test Adam’s conclusions, we pu-
rified the protein products of these genes and
used them in in vitro enzyme assays, which
confirmed Adam’s conclusions [supporting on-
line material (SOM)] (Fig. 2).

To further test Adam's conclusions, we ex-
amined the scientific literature on the 20 genes
investigated (Table 1) (16). This revealed the ex-
istence of strong empirical evidence for the cor-
rectness of six of the hypotheses; that is, the
enzymes were not actually orphans (Table 1).

The reason that Adam considered them to be
orphans was due to the use of an incomplete bio-
informatic database. These six genes therefore
constitute a positive control for Adam's meth-
odology. A possible error was also revealed
(Table 1) (SOM).

To better understand the reasons why the
identity of the genes encoding these enzymes has
remained obscure for so long, we investigated
their comparative genomics in detail (16). The
likely explanation is a combination of three com-
plicating factors: gene duplications with retention
of overlapping function, enzymes that catalyze
more than one related reaction, and existing func-
tional annotations. Adam’s systematic bioinformatic
and quantitative phenotypic analyzes were required
to unravel this web of functionality.

Use of a robot scientist enables all aspects of a
scientific investigation to be formalized in logic.
For the core organization of this formalization,
we used the ontology of scientific experiments:
EXPO (11, 12). This ontology formalizes generic
knowledge about experiments. For Adam, we
developed LABORS, a customized version of
EXPO, expressed in the description logic lan-
guage OWL-DL (17). Application of LABORS
produces experimental descriptions in the logic-

Fig. 1. The Robot Scien-
tist Adam. The advances
that distinguish Adam from
other complex laboratory
systems are the individual
design of the experiments
to test hypotheses and the
utilization of complex in-
ternal cycles. Adam’s basic
operations are selection of
specified yeast strains from
a library held in a freezer,
inoculation of these strains
into microtiter plate wells
containing rich medium,
measurement of growth
curves on rich medium,
harvesting of a defined
quantity of cells from each
well, inoculation of these
cells into wells containing
defined media (minimal syn-
thetic dextrose medium plus
up to four added metab-
olites from a choice of six),
and measurement of growth
curves on the specified me-
dia. To achieve this func-
tionality, Adam has the
following components: a,
an automated –20°C freezer;
b, three liquid handlers (one
of which can separately control 96 fluid channels simultaneously); c, three
automated +30°C incubators; d, two automated plate readers; e, three robot
arms; f, two automated plate slides; g, an automated plate centrifuge; h, an
automated plate washer; i, two high-efficiency particulate air filters; and j, a
rigid transparent plastic enclosure. There are also two bar code readers, seven
cameras, 20 environment sensors, and four personal computers, as well as the
software. Adam is capable of designing and initiating over a thousand new

strain and defined-growth-medium experiments each day (from a selection of
thousands of yeast strains), with each experiment lasting up to 5 days. The
design enables measurement of OD595nm for each experiment at least once
every 30 min (more often if running at less than full capacity), allowing ac-
curate growth curves to be recorded (typically we take over a hundred mea-
surements a day per well), plus associated metadata. See the supporting
online material for pictures and a video of Adam in action.
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Left: Victorian era student microscope, by Tom Blackwell (flickr.com, CC-BY-NC)
Right: King et al., The automation of science, Science 324 (5923), pp. 85-89, Apr. 2009.
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What about Simulator Performance Analysis?
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The Problem

• Manual analysis is cumbersome (less exploration, more errors)

• Constant reinvention of the wheel (scripts, statistics, design)

• Implicit, undetected bias (little reproducibility, credibility, efficiency)

A performance study has context & is done for a reason.
Let the user express this, automate everything else.
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Scenario: Comparing two Simulators

Hypothesis:

∀m ∈M : moreEntities(m, xhyp)⇒ faster(B,A,m)

• A, B : simulators

• M: models (problem space)

• moreEntities , faster : predicates

• xhyp : hypothetical threshold
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Non-deterministic Outcomes

∀m ∈M : moreEntities(m, xhyp)⇒ faster(B,A,m)

1. B outperforms A: faster(B,A,m) ∧ ¬faster(A,B,m)

2. A outperforms B : faster(A,B,m) ∧ ¬faster(B,A,m)

3. A and B perform similarly: ¬faster(A,B,m) ∧ ¬faster(B,A,m)

4. A, B , or both crashed.

5. Another error occurred.
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Falsification Approaches

∀m ∈M : moreEntities(m, xhyp)⇒ faster(B,A,m)

1. Randomly sample m ∈M (computing budget allocation?)

2. Statistical tests (runtime distribution?)

3. Train performance predictors, try only promising m ∈M

4. Analyze sensitivity of A and B performance, sample accordingly

5. ... or other experiment sequences.
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ALESIA

A system for automatic simulator performance analysis.

• Hypothesis-driven experimentation

• Support for performance predictors (knowledge representation)

• Automatic result analysis⇒ feedback loop

• Integration of methods from statistics, OR, AI etc.
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ALESIA: Overall Structure

SESSL 

Simulation System (exchangeable) 

Problem 

Plan Execution 

Planning 

Result 
Observed Data Experiment Definitions 

Plan 
Formal Definition 

Report 
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Sample Input

1. User domain (context)

2. Preferences

3. Goal (¬hypothesis)

val result = submit {

SingleModel("java://examples.sr.LinearChainSystem")

} {

TerminateWhen(WallClockTimeMaximum(seconds = 30))

} {

exists >> model | hasProperty("qss")

}
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Sample Actions

• Generated by ActionSpecification instances

• Depend on user domain

• Non-deterministic

Action loadSingleModel:
precondition: ¬depleted ∧ ¬loadedModel
effect: depleted ∨ loadedModel

Action checkQSSProperty:
precondition: loadedModel
effect: hasProperty(qss)∨ (¬hasProperty(qss) ∧ ¬loadedModel)
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Non-Deterministic AI Planning
7.3.2014 BDD
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(from Wikipedia, cc-by-sa)

• Non-determinism: Plan⇒ Policy

• Symbolic Model Checking

• Binary Decision Diagrams (BDDs)

• Algorithms by Cimatti et al., Rintanen

Planning algorithms:
Cimatti et al.: Weak, strong, and strong cyclic planning via symbolic model checking, Artificial Intelligence, 147(1-2), 2003
Rintanen: Complexity of conditional planning under partial observability and infinite executions, European Conference on AI, 2012
Ghallab, Nau, Traverso: Automated Planning: Theory & Practice, 2004
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Sample Plan for Goal hasProperty(qss)

Plan types:

• Weak

• Strong-cyclic

• Strong

if(¬depleted ∧ ¬loadedModel)
use loadSingleModel

else if(loadedModel)
use checkQSSProperty

else error
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Plan Execution

Planning Domain 

Execution Domain 

loadedModel 

… SingleModel("java://examples.sr.LinearChainSystem") 

hasProperty(qss) 

Problem Definition 

java://examples.sr.LinearChainSystem Execution Times 

… hasProperty("qss") 
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Simulation System Independence via SESSL

import sessl._

import sessl.james._ //ALeSiA is used with the JAMES II binding

execute{

new Experiment {

model="java://examples.sr.LinearChainSystem"

replications=10

stopCondition=AfterWallClockTime(seconds=3) or AfterSimSteps(10e06)

}

}

Ewald, Uhrmacher: SESSL: A Domain-Specific Language for Simulation Experiments, ACM TOMACS 24(2), 2014
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Example: Simulators for Chemical Reaction Networks
val result = submit {

// Problem Domain (Context):

ModelSet("java://examples.sr.LinearChainSystem",

ModelParameter("numOfSpecies",1,10,1000),

ModelParameter("numOfInitialParticles",10,100,10000)),

SingleSimulator("nrm", NextReactionMethod()),

SingleSimulator("dm", DirectMethod())

} { // Preferences:

DesiredSingleExecutionWallClockTime(seconds = 1),

TerminateWhen(MaxOverallNumberOfActions(100))

} { // Hypothesis:

exists>>model|(hasProperty("qss") and isFasterWCT("dm", "nrm", model))

}

Stochastic Simulation Algorithms:
Gillespie: A general method for numerically simulating the stochastic time evolution of coupled chemical reactions, J Comp Phys 22, 1976
Gibson, Bruck: Efficient Exact Stochastic Simulation of Chemical Systems with Many Species and Many Channels, J Chem Phys 104, 2000
Benchmark Model:
Cao, Li, Petzold: Efficient formulation of the stochastic simulation algorithm for chemically reacting systems, The J Chem Phys 121(9), 2004
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Sample Scenario: Execution Trace
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Triggered Simulation Runs (top) and  
Actions (bottom: sampling, calibration, comparison) 
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Summary

• Goal: automate simulator performance analysis

• Method: AI planning and plan execution with feedback loop

• Results:

• Works in principle, but action specification requires more meta-data

• Ongoing: integration of sophisticated methods

• Future: DSLs for context & hypotheses, distributed execution
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Thank you. Questions?

ALESIA is open source (Apache 2.0 license).
https://bitbucket.org/alesia
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